T

he ocean floor is planet Earth’s last frontier, largely unexplored

and filled with sights to amaze us and new wonders to behold.
Come along as we visit underwater volcanoes, canyons housed
anything found on land. Take a front-row seat as we discuss
navigation and seafloor mapping techniques from long ago and
discover how technology is making it possible to see the terrain
at the bottom of the sea for the first time. Journey back to the
days of ancient civilizations, pirates, grand sea voyages, and
world wars as we uncover the shipwrecks and lost cities forever
memorialized on the seafloor. Learn about the fascinating
ecosystem that exists around hydrothermal jets and the
plants and bizarre, one-of-a-kind creatures that call the
depths their home. Let’s explore the ocean floor!

E X P L O R E T H E O C EA N F L O O R

in the darkness of the abyss, and mountains that would dwarf
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When

God finished His marvelous work of creation,
while everything was still bathed in the
newness of life, He commanded us to subdue the earth.
We have been faithful to that charge in many ways:
from exploring remote rainforests to traversing arid and
dusty deserts, charting the uninhabitable regions of the
Arctic, erecting monumental structures, and building up
complex cities all over the world.
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Explore the Ocean Floor

We have conducted meaningful
research and catalogued millions of
plant and animal species from all
corners of the globe. In an attempt to
satisfy our endless curiosity, we have
even ventured to the great vastness of
space and walked on the moon.
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But it is the ocean
of our own planet that holds some of the
greatest wonders—gifts from our Creator. It
covers 71% of the earth’s surface and houses
50-80% of all plant and animal life on
our planet, yet few people have ever
ventured into its abyssal depths. We
stand on the shores of a mysterious alien
world, an undersea realm waiting to be
explored, with rich treasures of life and
knowledge there for us to uncover.
Let’s explore the vastness of this last
great frontier: the ocean floor.
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Exploration & Mapping

Although humankind has made many incredible
undersea discoveries, only a small portion of the
ocean has been explored, and around 20% has been
mapped. Seafloor mapping is the process of using sonar
and other imaging techniques to chart the depth, topography,
and composition of the ocean floor. These maps play a vital role in
navigation, laying underwater cables and pipelines, weather forecasting
and tsunami prediction, measuring rising sea levels, and managing fisheries
that feed millions of people.

In the past, sailors would lower weighted
ropes over the sides of their vessels until
they reached the ocean floor. The sailors
would then mark where the rope stopped to
measure the water depth at a given point.
As these “soundings” were recorded, the
first underwater maps were made. It was a
painstaking and meticulous process that gave
merely a rough idea of the sea bottom, as
accurate measurements were only possible in
the exact spot the rope was lowered.
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As technology
advanced, impressive strides were
made in charting the deep with the use of sonar
(sound navigation and ranging). Sound waves travel farther
through water than either radar or light waves, so they
can be used to give accurate measurements at depths that
were previously inaccessible.
Today scientists and oceanographers use a variety of sonar sounding techniques
to achieve a more comprehensive view of the ocean floor.
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Attached to the bottom of a ship, multibeam
sonar sends out 1,500 sonar soundings per
second in a fan-like array, effectively scanning
the seabed at a resolution of 100 m (328 ft).
This technique measures depth and can also
sense seafloor composition (sandy, muddy,
rocky, etc.) and topographic features like
seamounts and trenches. Just as shining a
flashlight in a dark room creates a column of
light, split-beam sonar sends a column of sound
into the deep that is used to detect fish and
sea life. Combining these two technologies not
only produces a detailed topographic chart, but
also an ecosystem map that conservationists
can use to track sea life migration patterns and
monitor the overall health of a particular area.
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If you have
a boat, visit
www.gebco.net
to submit your
soundings and
help complete the
seafloor map!

In 2018 the Seabed 2030 Project was launched with a goal to map the entire 363 million sq km
(140,155,000 sq mi) of seafloor by 2030. This team of mapping experts encourages everyone
who owns boats, from large barges to small pleasure and fishing boats, to use their sonar
instruments and navigation systems to record and submit soundings of the areas they traverse.
Instead of just collecting data at a research site, they take measurements on the way to and
from as well, using different routes with the goal of eventually mapping the entire ocean floor.
They are also using a fleet of robotic surface vehicles that can scan the oceans completely
unmanned. Will 2030 see a completed map of the seafloor? Only time will tell.
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